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Reducing the Footprint of Seismic Exploration 
 
 
The petroleum industry in Alberta is an important part of the province’s economy. Seismic 
exploration plays a crucial role in this sector, and is the precursor to oil and gas exploration.  
 
Access to the land surface is required to conduct seismic exploration programs. In forested 
regions this access is created by cutting lines through vegetation known as seismic lines. These 
seismic lines criss-cross the land above the sub-surface structure of interest. In much the 
same way bats use echolocation to “see”, seismic exploration helps us “see” the subsurface 
layers. When bats emit a high-pitch sound wave, the wave moves through the air, makes 
contact with objects and is reflected back to the bat. With seismic exploration an energy pulse 
is transmitted into the ground by using a mechanical device such as a vibrator truck or through 
explosive energy. The energy pulse that is produced enters the ground and when different rock 
formations are encountered some of that energy is reflected back to the surface. The reflected 
energy is recorded by equipment called geophones or seismometers that are located on the 
ground surface along the seismic line. Geophysicists, through the use of specialized computer 
programs, interpret the recorded signals to show the existence of oil and gas deposits. 
 
Historically seismic lines were linear, with widths between five and eight metres, to 
accommodate very large equipment, such as a vibrator truck or drill truck. The practice of the 
day did not include replanting or seeding these lines; they were expected to regenerate 
naturally. However, once these lines became accessible to other land users, vegetation re-
growth was hindered. As a result, many historic seismic exploration lines remain visible on the 
landscape. Those long straight lines also have an impact on wildlife. Predators can easily travel 
seismic corridors, prey is more exposed and habitat fragmentation occurs. 
 
In the 1980’s, industry and government both recognized that the impact of these wide and 
straight lines was not acceptable. Together they aimed to change the way seismic exploration 
was conducted. By reassessing the technique, government and industry came up with “low 
impact seismic”. 
 
Low impact seismic is a technique where the seismic lines are opened up with smaller 
equipment and constructed to meander around merchantable timber, preserving larger trees 
and breaking the line-of-sight for predators. Mulchers may be used with GPS technology, or 
lines are hand cut with chainsaws, creating a narrow, meandering path on which geophones 
can be placed to pick up seismic vibrations. These processes allow for a much smaller footprint 
and leave behind a path that is barely visible from the ground or air.  
 
In areas with difficult access, heli-assist programs are used to carry equipment in and out of 
an area. In the mountainous regions of Alberta heli-portable operations eliminate all vehicle 
use and access is via foot or horse. These types of operations further reduce the footprint.  
With heli-portable operations there is virtually no impact on the landscape. 
 
Today, low-impact seismic is the standard for seismic exploration. The use of GPS technology, 
smaller and more powerful equipment and heli-portable programs have revolutionized the way 
seismic programs are conducted. The average width of a low impact seismic line has changed 
from eight meters wide prior to 1980, to the present two meters in width. This kind of width in 
a non-linear pattern has greatly reduced the impact and thus the footprint on the landscape. 
 
Through the new technology of low-impact seismic and the support of government policy, 
seismic companies have successfully reduced their footprint on the landscape and made a 
positive contribution to integrated land management. 
 


